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lebanon wikipedia May 12 2024
lebanon ˈ l ɛ b ə n ɒ n n ə n leb ə non nən arabic ل ب ن ان romanized lubnān local pronunciation
lɪbˈneːn officially the republic of lebanon is a country in the levant region of west asia

lebanon people economy religion history britannica Apr 11
2024
lebanon country consisting of a narrow strip of territory on the eastern shore of the mediterranean
sea it was home to ancient phoenician settlements at sites that continued to be important centers of
trade into the modern era lebanon became independent in 1943 with beirut as its capital

why israel hezbollah tensions risk boiling over now cnn Mar
10 2024
cnn israel and the lebanese iran backed islamist group hezbollah are ramping up cross border
attacks after months of low intensity fighting prompting the israeli military to warn this week that

lebanon world factbook glyph Feb 09 2024
as a result of its location at the crossroads of three continents the area that is modern day lebanon
is rich in cultural and religious diversity this region was subject to various foreign conquerors for
much of its history including the romans arabs and ottomans

history of lebanon wikipedia Jan 08 2024
the history of lebanon covers the history of the modern republic of lebanon and the earlier
emergence of greater lebanon under the french mandate for syria and the lebanon as well as the
previous history of the region covered by the modern state

demography religion and politics in lebanon britannica Dec
07 2023
lebanon officially lebanese republic country middle east southwestern asia on the eastern shore of
the mediterranean sea area 4 036 sq mi 10 452 sq km population 2024 est 7 447 000 capital beirut
the lebanese are ethnically a mixture of phoenician greek armenian and arab elements languages
arabic official french

lebanon a country profile of the lebanese republic Nov 06
2023
lebanon is a member state of the league of arab states country profile official name al jumhuriyah al
lubnaniyah short form lubnan int l long form lebanese republic int l short form lebanon iso country
code lb lbn time local time utc 2h

lebanon country profile bbc news Oct 05 2023
provides an overview of lebanon including key dates and facts about this middle eastern country
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lebanon the world factbook Sep 04 2023
introduction background following world war i france acquired a mandate over the northern
portion of the former ottoman empire province of syria the french demarcated the region of
lebanon in 1920 and granted this area independence in 1943

lebanon wikiwand Aug 03 2023
lebanon officially the republic of lebanon is a country in the levant region of west asia it is bordered
by syria to the north and east by israel to the south and by the mediterranean sea to the west
cyprus lies a short distance away from the country s coastline

lebanon profile timeline bbc news Jul 02 2023
lebanon profile timeline a chronology of key events 1516 1918 lebanon part of the ottoman empire
1920 september the league of nations grants the mandate for lebanon and syria to

what to know about the israel hezbollah clashes the new Jun
01 2023
by euan ward and matthew mpoke bigg june 7 2024 israel and hezbollah have traded fire across the
lebanese border since the start of the war in gaza with more than 150 000 people on both sides

lebanon maps facts world atlas Apr 30 2023
lebanon is a small middle east nation situated on the eastern coast of the mediterranean sea in
western asia it is located in northern and eastern hemispheres of the earth lebanon borders has
land borders with two countries

lebanon today s latest from al jazeera Mar 30 2023
stay on top of lebanon latest developments on the ground with al jazeera s fact based news
exclusive video footage photos and updated maps

lebanon phoenicians ottoman civil war britannica Feb 26
2023
in the annals of the greatest egyptian conqueror thutmose iii reigned 1479 26 bce the coastal plain
of lebanon called djahy is described as rich with fruit wine and grain of particular importance to the
new kingdom pharaohs was the timber notably cedar of the lebanese forests

lebanon why the country is in crisis bbc Jan 28 2023
lebanon is in the throes of its worst crisis for many years the lebanese government has resigned
amid growing public anger following a devastating explosion in beirut on 4 august that killed at

geography of lebanon wikipedia Dec 27 2022
lebanon is a small country in the eastern mediterranean located at approximately 34 n 35 e it
stretches along the eastern shore of the mediterranean sea and its length is almost three times its
width from north to south the width of its terrain becomes narrower
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lebanon united states department of state Nov 25 2022
lebanon s history since independence in 1943 has been marked by periods of political turmoil
interspersed with prosperity built on its position as a regional center for finance and trade the
country s 1975 90 civil war was followed by years of social and political instability

on the israel lebanon border a war is unfolding in slow Oct
25 2022
israel has fought two bloody inconclusive wars in 1996 and 2006 with hezbollah the iranian aligned
militant group that is lebanon s most dominant military and political force and the

israel s fighting with hezbollah on its border with lebanon
Sep 23 2022
the low level war between israel and lebanon is ramping up with cross border rocket fire and
emptied towns there are fears that it could lead to a major conflagration
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